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When phosphosilicate glass is annealed at high tempenatures, the glass sunface

wi1l tend to change its shape so as to r"educe the sunface energy to a minimum. This

"G1ass Flow'r effect can be used to contnol the step pnofile of the PSG film in MOS

devices.

This report concelrns a quantitative study of itGlass F1owil effects. The flat-

tening mechanism and the effects of phosphonus concent::ationo annealing temperatulle

and ambient on the step pnofile change were clanified. Optimization of the glass

flow conditions can be cannied out using attenuation rate constant L.

The mass tnanspont ptrocesses to neduce the sunface energy ane classified into

viscous flow, volume diffusion, sunface diffusion and evaponation-condensation. We

used the nuitiple-scnatch smoothing nethod to analyze the sunface flattening of the

PSG films. A typical step pnofile of the PSG film as shown in Fig. 1 can be ex-

pnessed as follows t

Z (xro) = f, A-.sin ( ncrx ),
Fi rr

whene u(2f /x) is the angular fnequency of the stepsand ). is the wave lengtht

namely, the centen to centen spacing of the steps. When the steps'are annealed at

high tempenatures, this pnofile changes acconding to next equation'

Z (xrt) = f; Arr.sin ( nrox )'exp ( -Lrr't ),
nzI

whene t is the annealing tine and Lrr= F(nct) + A(nra)2+ C(nw)3+ g(no)4. Attenuation

nate constant L' is obtained fnom the combination of the foun tnanspont Processes.

The first tenm denotes viscous flow, the second, evaponation-condensationr the

third, volume diffusion and the founth, sunface diffusion. After annealj.ng the pro-

file can be exp:ressed into a sine wave, that is

Z (xrt) = A1.sin (urx).exp ( -L1.t ).

The decay Z(xrt)/Z(xrtI of the step was measuned using a multiple beam intenfeno-

meten. The mechanism is detenmined by the dependence of the decay on angular

fnequency ar

The dependence of the natio of amplitude A at an annealing tine t to the in-

itial anplitude Ao upon the angulan fnequency u(2T/1,.) is shown in Fig. 2. The

nelationship between In ( A/A0) and the fourth power of angulan frequency tr/ is

linea::. F::om this result, sur:face diffusion is dominant in the flattening Pnocess

of the PSG step which contains 6mo1 B PZ0S. As the attenuation nate constant L is

equal to Bn/+, B can be calculated at about O.+5Trmal trn. Such a relationship was
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detenmined unden vanious conditions of annealing tempenatune and prou concentra-
tion. The r-esults.are sumnanized in Table 1. The rrGlass F1owil mechanism is
chanactenized as follows; viscous flow is dominant at high prOU concentnations
and surface diffusion is dominant at 1ow pr0, concent::ations.

The step pnofile changes of the PSG fitrns cornesponding to the attenuation
nate constant L ane shown in Fig. 3, to rnake clean the nelationship between L

and the actual pnofile used in the polycnystalline Si-gate MOS LSI. Thus, the
annealing conditions fon cont::oI1ing the PSG pnofile which is compatible with
device processing can be chosen using the attenuation nate constant L

Table 1 The dependence of the decay
on angulan fneguency and values of
attenuation nate constant
()r=10pm)
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Fig. I A step profite of pSG film
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Fig. 2 The dependence of the decay on
angulan fnequency

Fig. 3
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Step pnofile change of pSG filns


